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HSP accepts submissions from both Harvard graduate and 
undergraduate students.  See our submission and editorial 
policies at www.harvardsp.com. Send submissions to 
harvardsp@gmail.com. The submission deadline for 
the Fall 2008 issue is October 6 2008.

HSP is looking for staff writers, editors, graphic/web 
designers, and advertising/business experts.  We are 
also looking for an anonymous wealthy benefactor to pay 
ludicrous amounts for glossy color printing.

By advertising with HSP, your business will have an 
opportunity to reach a large number of undergraduate 
and graduate students for a reasonable price.  See our 
advertising rates and distribution information at www.
harvardsp.com

Contact us for submissions, staff positions, advertising, or 
donations, by e-mail harvardsp@gmail.com or by mail: 
Harvard Satyrical Press, Dudley House, Lehman Hall, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, C/O Andrew 
Friedman, Editor in Chief

The Harvard Satyrical Press is an official student organization of 
the Graduate School of Arts & Sciences (GSAS) and is the only official 
graduate student humor magazine at Harvard. We thank the Graduate 
Student Council (GSC) for generously helping to fund our publication. 
The Harvard Satyrical Press is not intended for readers under 18 years 
of age. And if you haven’t figured it out already, this is satire, and the 
opinions herein obviously do not necessarily represent the opinions of 
Harvard University, the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences, or even 
the writers. Whether they constitute opinions at all is also debatable. 
But that’s just your opinion...Andrew Friedman, April 2008

FROM THE EDITOR
Welcome to the Spring 2008 HSP is-
sue, filled with 50% more comics and 
50% more jokes than a proportionally 
smaller issue.  From sex scandals to 
Scrabble, no topic is too sensitive for 
our experienced journalists to cover 
inappropriately.  From religious politi-
cal science to Harvard medical enter-
tainment, no topic headings are too 
elitist for HSP to string together need-

lessly. With decades of consistently funny material in 
print and online, why study when you can procrasti-
nate for minutes at a time with our fine publication?  
Because studying is directly related to your eventual 
success in life, that’s why!  But barring that, if you’re 
desperate enough to read the nutritional information on 
cereal boxes or the ingredient list on shampoo bottles, 
then HSP is definitely for you.  A.F., April 2008
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CAMBRIDGE, MA - In the wake of 
Eliot Spitzer’s March resignation, 
Harvard University has vowed to 
expand and improve its own escort 
service.  According to Harvard 
President Drew Faust, a long 
overdue overhaul of the Harvard 

University Campus Escort Program (HUCEP) will help avoid 
further embarrassment to its students, many 
of whom will go on to pursue high profile 
political careers like the erstwhile Mr. Spitzer. 
Efforts to promote anonymity and discretion 
will be redoubled, and the quality of the service 
itself will be subject to additional oversight by 
a committee of deans and faculty members 
intimately familiar with the ins and outs of a top 
tier escort service.  

“While HUCEP has been discreetly servicing 
budding Harvard politicians like Eliot Spitzer since 
1636,” explained Faust, “I must acknowledge 
that many of its current services are inadequate 
and outdated. While my predecessor made 
some inroads towards improving the gender 
balance of our escort program, and solicited an 
improved body of top international talent to walk the historic 
streets of Cambridge, a full revamping of the program is 
an unfinished task that I will be making a top priority going 
forward.”  Despite the many escort options available to 
any student through only a single anonymous phone call 
to HUCEP, many individuals feel more comfortable letting 
their significant others fulfill the escorting responsibilities. 
Some students even attempt to satisfy their escort needs 
almost exclusively alone. “Going it solo may seem like the 
only option to many of our students, especially graduate 
students,” explained Faust, “but if a young Harvard scholar 
wants to feel safe, secure, and satisfied anywhere on campus, 
it makes no sense to use anyone other than professional 
escorts to accompany them back to their bedroom.”

While HUCEP prides itself on being discreet, as an unintended 
side effect, many students are wholly unfamiliar with its 
plethora of elite services. As such, Faust emphasized the 
importance of better advertising the service around campus. 
“Given that we have some of the classiest, best educated 
escorts in all of Western Civilization, many of whom are our 
very own home grown Harvard products,” remarked Faust, 
“it’s unfortunate how few of our students take advantage of 
the program, which is available to both men and women.” 
Indeed, students completely unaware of the existence of 
HUCEP may end up using less reputable escort services, 
running the future risk of brutal public scandalization at the 
whim of a rogue escort. In addition to his regular HUCEP 
use, Spitzer, an alumnus of Harvard Law School, was also 
widely known to frequent non-HUCEP escort services up to 
8 times a week during his time in Cambridge, a trend he 
continued well into his tenure as Governor of New York.
 

“As much as I appreciated Eliot’s support while he was 
governor,” explained New York Senator Hillary Clinton, “if 
you ask me, he got what he deserved for using a non-HUCEP 
service. We all know the Emperor’s Club VIP ring never had 
a good handle on their bitches, who keep mouthing off at 
all the wrong times. I mean, for Bill and Pete’s sake, Kristin 
wasn’t even licensed by the New York State Escorts Guild! 
Personally, I’ve never seen a sex scandal this politically 

divisive, especially one involving such a blatant example 
of adulterous infidelity from a prominent, married 
politician who I was close to.”

After Spitzer’s resignation, he was swiftly replaced by Lt. 
Governor David Paterson, the first legally blind Governor 
in U.S. History. While Paterson’s superdelegate vote was 
originally pledged to Clinton, many in the blogosphere 
are predicting he may switch to Obama, as they are 
both African-American. Despite these rumors, Senator 
Clinton remains nonplussed. “More than anyone I know 
in the Democratic Party,” remarked Mrs. Clinton, “David 
Paterson doesn’t see race.”

The Spitzer case illustrates how amazingly fast one’s 
political star can fall, according to James A. Leach, 
director of the Harvard Kennedy School of Government’s 

Institute of Politics. As Leach informed HSP, “Only a handful 
of days before Emperor’sClubProstitutionRingGate, Mr. 
Spitzer was at the top of his game during his appearance 
on the Colbert Report, where he explained what it was like 
to be a superdelegate.  It just goes to show you that even 
superdelegates can lose their powers in a heartbeat if they 
make the mistake of falling in love with extremely expensive 
whores instead of just giving them the Colbert bump like a 
real man.  Spitzer was practically asking to get blindsided 
by his young, nubile, vixen-mistress. My only hope is that, 
by improving HUCEP, we can work to make sure this never 
happens to future Harvard alumni, especially aspiring global 
leaders from the Kennedy School.”

Following Eliot Spitzer Scandal, Harvard 
Revamps Escort Service

Prostitute Resigns, 
Admits Sex with 

Governor

 HARVARD NEWS
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 HARVARD NEWS
“Indeed, the Spitzer scandal underscores just how much we 
need to take the revamping of HUCEP seriously,” continued 
Faust.  “If we don’t want JohnstonGate to turn into just another 
FuckGate, at the very least, we must match the quality of 
escort services at the other Ivy League institutions.” 

While Harvard students can only reserve 
escorts by phone, Princeton is known to 
have a streamlined online reservation 
process, similar to the successful 
Netfuxxx business model (see page 3), 
which had not yet been implemented 
when Spitzer was an undergrad there.  
Brown and UPenn also have secure and 
professional escort websites, modeled 
closer to the BLOCKBUSTIER paradigm, 

as escorts can be conveniently returned directly to an on 
campus brothel the following morning, with NO LATE FEES! 
At Harvard, students can’t even term bill their HUCEP uses, 
and often have to fill out tedious paper forms the morning 
after.  Many Harvard students also balk at the hefty $5,000 
per use price tag, citing Yale and Columbia’s much more 
generous escort financial aid packages.  Dartmouth’s escort 
service is known to be so discreet that its existence was 
only recently inferred by MIT scientists who used detailed 
observations from the now defunct Spitzer space telescope to 
prove that there is absolutely nothing else to do in Hanover, 
New Hampshire.  Lead scientist Max Darkmark also used the 
data to discover a nascent prostitution ring around a young 
stellar object, the subject of recent Nature article.

Another much cited problem with HUCEP has been the frequent 
inability of its escorts to fulfill their responsibilities, despite 
the lucrative $5,000 nightly fee, which is split 50/50 between 
HUCEP and the escort.  A major issue is the structure of the 

system, explained Harvard cognitive psychologist Stephen 
Pinker, chair of the new HUCEP restructuring committee.  “If 
a man solicits a female escort, for example, he is responsible 
for paying for dinner, but at the end of the night, she gets 
to decide whether to actually escort him home.  With a 
ridiculous set up like this, you often get a girl squeezing out 
ten nookie-free dinners before HUCEP wisely gives them the 
pink slip.  Despite the seemingly unturndownable lure of a 
$2,500 payoff, this is exactly this kind of inefficiency that 
has plagued the program for years.”  

Similar problems have been reported with male escorts, who 
often only escort female students for a couple of minutes, 
not nearly enough time for the girl to get to the place she 
really needs to get to. Mandy Goldbergstein-Huntington III, 
‘09, a frequent HUCEP user, complained to HSP, “These guys 
are nice and all, but for a third of my weekly allowance, I 
expect them to make a bigger effort to go down on my behalf 
anywhere I need in the middle of the night.  Sometimes, 
they treat it so casually, just like taking you from point A to 
point B.  And when its done, they usually split at the first 
opportunity, provided that they haven’t fallen asleep before 
I’m even ‘there’ yet.” 

Faust agrees. “If our highly expensive escorts can’t satisfy 
you, don’t even put out, or, god forbid, won’t allow you to 
snort coke off of their private parts at your pleasure, then our 
students are clearly being exposed to a disservice.  Indeed, 
if the Eliot Spitzer scandal has taught us anything, it’s that 
Harvard students deserve the very best escort service we 
can offer, at more reasonable prices, without any of the 
inconvenient political repercussions. While I am optimistic 
about the future of HUCEP, I must admit that in its current 
state, the quality of our services is frankly scandalous.”

“SCHoLARS BELIEVE THIS IS VERY CLoSE To WHAT 
JoHN HARVARD MIGHT HAVE LooKED LIKE”

HARVARD’S ENDURING ESCoRT SERVICE 
TRADITIoN

DIEGO
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Mike Huckabee Warns of Declining Stork 
Population, Extinction of Human Race 

LITTLE RoCK, ARKANSAS 
My fellow Americans. Now I’m a simple 
man. I’m not one of those over-brained, 
secular Harvard types who don’t have the 
fortitude to see God’s truth, but I’m not the 
dullest nail in the shed either. And when I 
see a problem, a real problem, a problem 
that poses a grave threat not just to good, 

Christian Americans, but to the entire world, then by God, I feel 
a compulsion to act that supersedes any sort of partisanship 
or misguided nationalism. This isn’t about Democrats or 
Republicans, Americans and Foreigners, or even Christians and 
God-Hating Liberals. It’s about people. And its about saving a 
very special, very endangered, river dwelling non-migrant bird 
before its too late for all of us.

Yes, you heard me. This could be the end 
of days. As much as I’m secure with where 
I’ll be headed when the rapture comes, 
I fear it might go against God’s plan to 
prematurely end this wonderful human 
story due to something we ourselves can 
prevent — through science. With all this 
hoopla about global warming, nuclear war, 
and the quagmire in Iraq, the public has 
totally overlooked an inconvenient truth 
bigger than all of those put together. 

And I’m not even talking about gay 
terrorists threatening to undermine the 
sanctity of marriage. I’m not just talking 
about bequeathing a world we aren’t 
proud of to our descendents. I’m talking about a world with no 
descendants! Thankfully, there is a way to forestall this tragedy, 
by putting our best minds to work and trusting in the Lord to 
allow us to raise the stork population back to acceptable levels 
before we see the end to the miracle of birth itself.     

It is no surprise that Wood Storks (Mycteria Americana) are 
monogamous, faithful birds that pair during a breeding season 
and raise their offspring together. The time of breeding depends 
on weather conditions, food supplies, appropriate nesting sites, 
and seasonal changes in water level. In dryer weather, when 
the water level is low, fish gather in small ponds in abundance, 
giving storks an easily accessible source of protein and nutrients. 
However, climate change and increased human encroachment into 

their habitats has significantly disrupted the 
natural stork life cycle, and paradoxically, 
threatened our very existence. I’ve even 
heard of tales  — God help us  — of humans 
hunting and actually eating storks! If these 
cannibals aren’t doing the devil’s work on 
Earth, I don’t know who is, except maybe 
the devil, who is among us, and is named 
Barack Obama.

Now, while I am placing special 
emphasis on the problem, I’m not 
claiming to be the messenger of 
any unprecedented revelation here. 
Indeed, scientists have been struggling with this problem for 
years. In 1999, workers at Ouachita Baptist University, my own 
alma mater, tried using pelicans, but failed to produce even a 
single human infant. Biologists at Bob Jones university, in an 
ingenious 2003 effort, succeeded in grafting stork genes onto 
the hummingbird. Unfortunately, all the babies turned out to be 
liberals with rapid heartbeats. As several eminent scholars at 
Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary have pointed out, if 
the storks die out, we might all have to resort to begatting. And 

God knows, nobody wants that.

And its not just the birds that are in trouble. 
Evidently North American honey bee populations 
are also declining. You see, its all connected.  
I once had an atheist friend of mine — yes, 
some of my best friends are atheists — ask me 
pointedly how bees or birds themselves made 
babies. I can’t tell you how hard it was to hold 
back my pity for the young woman as I patiently 
explained to her that they simply used very 
small storks. Despite her ignorance of the ways 
of the divine, the aha experience I witnessed 
in her eyes as she finally saw the truth made it 
all worth it.

While President Bush acted in good conscience 
when he limited the number of stem cell lines 

eligible for federal funding, as Vice President, I may be forced 
to make some difficult choices on that issue. Although abortion 
is murder, as I understand it, stem cells may be our only hope 
if we wish to support mass cloning of storks, or search for a 
viable alternative avian species (for example, the Blue-footed 
booby or the American flamingo). As my thinking has evolved, 
I’ve already begun drafting bipartisan legislation to allow us 
to move forward on this morally challenging, but undeniably 
crucial issue. Ten years ago, if you had said, “Mike, I’ll bet you’ll 
find a way to unite conservative, right wing fundamentalists and 
morally bankrupt environmentalists in common cause,” I’d have 
said fiddlesticks! But there’s nothing like an impending disaster 
to reveal the full cooperative potential of the human spirit.

As the stewards of God’s creation, we must work hard to fulfill 
the obligation the Lord has thrust upon us. From the fleet Easter 
Bunny to the majestic Arctic Reindeer, all of God’s species are 
precious, especially us, and especially storks, without whom we 
would have long since perished since we couldn’t have babies 
otherwise. In these troubled times, by the power of Jesus and 
through the kindness of God Almighty, I have faith that, united, 
we shall find fundamental salvation for the winged 
bedrock of the human reproductive process. 

By Mike Huckabee

 RELIGION

Unless We Act Now, 
Its Huck-a-bye, Baby

Chuck Norris Now 
Available to Stand 

Behind You at 
Press Conferences
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 HEALTH AND MEDICINE

Harvard Neurobiology Professor 
Ed Kravitz Indicted on Fly-Fighting 
Charges
BoSToN, MA - In a turn of events that has sent shockwaves 
through the Harvard Medical School community, eminent 
neurobiologist Ed Kravitz has been indicted by a federal grand 
jury on charges that he operated an alleged fruit fly fighting 
ring based inside of his laboratory in the HMS Department of 
Neurobiology.

“I am in utter disbelief. What 
kind of example does this 
set for the millions of school 
children who look up to 
Professor Kravitz and dream 
of being just like him?” asked 
department head Carla Shatz.

Federal prosecutors allege 
that flies that did not fight 
aggressively enough were 
executed by smashing, by 
drowning in ethanol, by gassing 
with carbon dioxide, and even 
by dissection. “Our hearts 
break for all of the individual 
flies who were so horribly 
abused,” read a statement 
from PETA.

Federal officials were tipped off by a series of high profile articles 
published on fruit fly aggression by the Kravitz lab in Science, 
Nature, and PNAS. Federal sources, who agreed to speak only 
on the condition of anonymity, have pointed to incriminating 
references to “Bad Newz Flyz” throughout the group’s lab 
notebooks over the past six years.

Meanwhile, the conditions in which the flies were kept have 
made front-page news around the world. FBI agents have seized 
what appear to be fruit fly breeding pens, in which flies were fed 
a measly diet of yeast paste and corn-meal, and made to live in 
the confines of tiny plastic vials.

In a statement to the Atlanta-
Journal Constitution, Kravitz said, 
“I’m never in the lab anyway. I 
don’t think it’s fair that I should 
have to take the heat for this.” In 
an interview with the New York 
Times, Kravitz denied having 
profited from the fly-fighting 
ring. A call to Professor Kravitz’s 
residence was not immediately 
returned.

In a new development, the future 
for the abused flies appears 
to be looking up. A group of 
Harvard undergraduate students 
interested in promoting fruit fly 
welfare has set up a fly adoption 
agency at the Longwood Campus. 
“Every fruit fly deserves a loving 
home,” said Jessica Wang, ‘09. 

“That such wonderful creatures could be so brutally treated is 
simply beyond belief.”

N e u r o b i o l o g y 
professor Marge 
Livingstone has 
already adopted 
seven of the flies. 
“In my opinion, it’s 
the very least I could 
do,” said Livingstone. 
“It’s such a shame 
about Ed, but I feel 
even worse for the 

flies. It leaves me speechless. My God, what was he thinking?”

Not since 2003, when a fruit fly prostitution scandal rocked 
Welcome Bender’s lab in the Department of Biological Chemistry 
and Molecular Pharmacology, has fly treatment stirred so much 
controversy at HMS. “If you ask me, 99% of fly geneticists 
out there are honest men,” said honest HMS geneticist Spyros 
Artavanis-Tsakonas. “But there is always that 1% that tries to 
push the boundary too far. We must be ever vigilant and on 
the look out for that 1%. Ed Kravitz is a perfect example – he 
cheated us on every one of our fly-fighting bets.”

Photographic Evidence of Fly-Fighting Ring Leaked to 
HSP by Anonymous Sources in the HMS Neurobiology 
Department

Hey, Meatloaf.  Put Me Down For 50 Bucks on the Ugly Dude!
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Kyle Skor 
Hailing from the out-
er ridges of the Bible 
Belt, or alternate-
ly, the heart of the 
heartland, Kyle effectively left his doctor-
al studies at Harvard in the fall of 2006, 
opting instead to spend his days wander-
ing around the Emerald Necklace, harbor, 
various greater and lesser squares, and 
other Boston landmarks/nooks/crannies 
in search of the most iridescent pigeon. 
After a fruitless attempt at writing a 
seminal coming of age novel and gain-
ing Nabokovian stature, he continued 
his creative endeavors through drawing 
and finding ways to negotiate life without 

health care. Many of his days are spent reading unpopular fiction/lit 
and working in and learning about landscape and garden design. Gar-
gantuan yawps, baubles, and strong winds number among his favorite 
things. He used to have a dog named blossom.   Check out his blog, 
Eructation in Tyrian: http://eructation.blogspot.com

..
SKOR

..

MARCEL DUCHAMP’S 
IPoD

EXTREME MIXED INCoME HoUSING
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SKOR

FRoM THE GENTLEMAN oN THE SWING SET.

IT’S NoT YoU, JIM. I JUST DoN’T WANT To 
GIVE BIRTH To CHILDREN WHoSE HEADS 

LooK LIKE FooTBALLS.

LISTEN, I’M JUST FoLLoWING oRDERS. 
THE LIST SAYS No PRECAMBRIAN.
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 GLOBAL POLITICS

Arms Shipment Nothing But Weapons 
From CLUE

LoS ANGELES, CA – A local retail 
black-market weapons dealer, 
who asked us not to use his real 
name so let’s just call him Joe…Joe 
McLastName, was deeply chagrined 
upon examining the contents of 
his latest overseas arms shipment, 
after returning from the abandoned 
warehouse down by the dock last 
night at 4am. The crates marked 
“Unsuspicious potatoes” contained 
500 each of six types of objects: 
a 40-foot length of rope, a chef’s 
knife, a bent lead pipe, a rusty 
wrench, a 1920s-era single-action 
revolver, and a brass candlestick 

that would probably go for 45 bucks at Pier 1.

“What the fuck?” pined McLastName. “I was promised deadly 
weapons. These might prove deadly under the correct 
circumstances - say offing an estranged business associate 
or jealous lover at a formal dinner party - but suffice it to 
say that the vast majority of my clientele will never find 
themselves in such a situation.”

“Who ever heard of a drive-by candlesticking?” he continued. 
He apparently held out some hope that he would at least be 
able to move the handguns, until he realized that ammunition 
for these guns had not been manufactured for sixty years.

“I regret now having ordered the ‘Grab Bag Variety Pack 
weapons special’. At the time it seemed like it would add a 
little fun to my work, which I often find to be so mired in 
routine. And it came highly recommended by my contact 
Vick. I suppose I have no one to blame but myself. I mean, 
naturally I’m going to kill Vick, but still.”

To add insult to injury, it turns out that all of the weapons 
in McLastName’s shipment are catalogued on playing cards 
at the LAPD forensics unit, according to police chief Gary 
Cramer. All an investigating detective would need to do in 
order to solve a case committed with any of these arms is 
name the weapon in question, the location of the crime, and 
the guilty suspect, and see if any of the other detectives 
held the corresponding cards.

“You’d think we’d be able to tell by examining the body 
whether someone was shot or strangulated or clonked over 
the head,” Cramer told us, “but that’s not how it works in 
these cases. Did you know that eleven percent of murders 
committed with these weapons take place in a conservatory? 
I don’t even know what a conservatory is!”

Despite the grim situation, McLastName vows to make 
the best of things. “I guess I could replace 14 inches of 
someone’s plumbing with this lead pipe. That might give 
them like a one percent chance of getting lead poisoning. 
That uncertainty can be much scarier than getting your 
head blown off with an Uzi.”

“Ah well, at least between these candlesticks and these 
wrenches, I’m covered for Mother’s and Father’s Day for the 
next 500 years.”

Weapons seized by the LAPD

Playing Cards Used by the LAPD to Identify Illegal Weapons

By Colonel Mustard
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Top 10 Reasons Why John McCain is Too Old To Be President

NoRTH SHoRE, HAWAII - At a recent press conference, 
President Bush failed to make the distinction between 
waterboarding, a form of torture, and bodyboarding, a 
relaxing water sport. His brief statement was a response to 
reports that the CIA had used the technique to interrogate 
terror suspects.

“I have heard of some people defining waterboarding as 
torture. This is as false as the WMDs. In fact, waterboarding 
is an activity that many free, law-abiding Americans enjoy. I 
myself had the pleasure of learning the sport on my recent 
trip to the country of Hawaii. However,” the President added, 
wildly gesturing with air quotes, “if ‘torture’ actually refers to 
the wait between times one can go waterboarding, then I tend 
to agree. Honestly, those terrorists have it good. I should be 
so lucky to even have the time to go waterboarding.”

“I also hear complaints that waterboarding simulates 
drowning. In reality, this event is rare and only occurs when 
the participant is a complete n00b. I assure the American 
people that our CIA agents — including Valerie Plame — are 
in top physical form, and provide safe and expert supervision 
during sessions with terror suspects.”

“Unfortunately, I can’t talk about the details in a public 
forum, or else the enemy will learn about our moves, and 
use them against us in one-on-one American troop vs. Iraqi 
insurgent waterboarding duels, a common terrorist method 
of settling heated disputes. Our much-envied waterboarding 
skills are an issue of national security that I simply will not 
compromise.”

“As you know, certain members of Congress are trying to 
pass a law defining waterboarding as torture and making 
it illegal. Much like the time they shot down my proposal 
for mandatory Lego-playing breaks during all presidential 
staff meetings, the liberals are blatantly legislating against 
all forms of fun.”

Bush concluded his speech by wishing the best of luck to 
the U.S. waterboarding team at the upcoming Summer 
Olympics in Beijing.  In response, prominent glassy eyed 
Democrats nodded their heads, muttering something about 
just holding out until November. Additionally, both the U.S. 
Olympic Bodyboarding Team and the U.S. Olympic Torture 
Team issued public statements asking Bush which team he 
had actually intended to wish good luck to.

Bush Confuses Waterboarding With 
Bodyboarding

 GLOBAL POLITICS

 POLITICS

1. Under investigation for murder of McAbel 
2. Voted for Articles of Confederation before he voted 
    against them
3. Was Prisoner of War in Spanish American War
4. Will personally consume 20% of Medicare budget
5. Currently recovering from strain of bubonic plague
6. In attendance at last supper 
7. Must have grabbed the wrong grail
8. Not only supports torture.  He invented it!
9. Dated Eve for a short time
10. Seems to be missing a rib
11. Drew Faust just wrote a book about him
12. Grim reaper no longer returning Dick Cheney’s calls
13. Only man who knows what other 5 commandments were
14. Took firm stand on creationism...“I was there!”
15. Watched first fish flop onto land, then kicked it
16. McCain: “I am the fossil record, bitch!”
17. Rumors of his death not greatly exaggerated
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KLAUS was born some-
where in the North of Spain 
at some point in the mid 
seventies. During the mid 
nineties, he suffered from 
a syndrome called architec-
ture, from which he has not 
yet recovered. Showing an 
early passion for drawing, 
he was introduced to comic 
books at a young age by 
his family and educators, to 
their later regret. As an il-
lustrator, Klaus has always 
believed in the importance 
of having a distinctive style, 
which explains why he has 
been systematically copying 
the styles of the most dis-
tinctive comics artists, such 
as André Franquín.  Only his 
complete lack of success in 
doing so has prevented him 
from being effectively sued 
for plagiarism.

KLAUS
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KLAUS

Since joining the staff 
of the Harvard Satyrical 
Press, KLAUS has come 
up with several ideas 
of inconceivable hilar-
ity. Unfortunately, they 
are not printed here. 
Instead, his natural la-
ziness has only allowed 
him to develop multiple variations on the same 
topics, a feat not possible before the invention of 
the photocopier. Such is the origin of the “Tree Se-
ries”, one of his latest obsessions that HSP readers 
are still waiting for him to explain. 

I ToLD YoU THE EARTH WoULD FIGHT BACK
 IF WE TRIED A PREEMPTIVE ATTACK

WITH oUR RESoURCES SUCKED
LET’S ADMIT THAT WE’RE FUCKED

AND REGRoUP WHILE THE WoRLD’S STILL INTACT
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Whenever I’m Feeling Down, I Publish 
Another Nature Article

HARVARD - The ivory 
tower can be so stressful 
sometimes.  What, with  all the 
lecturing and being famous, 
what’s a mathematician 
to do? Whenever I reach a 
low point like this, when it 
feels like the weight of the 
world is on my shoulders, 
I do what any other self-
respecting academic would 
do — I publish another 
article in Nature.

Now, I know what you’re 
thinking.  It certainly does 
sound eccentric to just fire 
off a Nature paper whenever 

you’re feeling low, but how much more eccentric is it than 
say, riding your bicycle, or taking a trip to the zoo, or 
publishing an article in Science?  Take it from me, my friend, 
that the best way to cheer yourself up whenever you are 
feeling down is to write an amazing Nature article.
  
Now don’t get me wrong  —  there are so many other things 
that I enjoy besides writing Nature articles.  I read.  I watch 
television.  I like popsicles.  Deep down, I know that it’s 

 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

By Manfred Novak

the simple things in life  —  like making snow angels or 
watching the squirrels gather nuts  —  that make my life 
worth living.  But God only knows there is no pleasure on 
Earth like caressing my face with the pages of my latest 
Nature paper.  

My graduate students have asked me whether it is possible 
to publish in Nature too frequently, citing fallacious rumors 
that publishing in Nature has adverse health effects.  The 
bottom line is that you should publish in Nature just as 
frequently as you need to.  For some people, this might be 
once a decade.  For others, it might be five times a year.  
No frequency of Nature publications is better or worse than 
any other.  Publishing in Nature is a very private, personal 
decision that only you can make for yourself.

Speaking of Nature articles, did I mention that I just wrote 
one the other day?  There I was, with a hole inside of me 
that I thought could never be filled.  But then the idea came 
to me: I could write a Nature article!  All I did was whip up a 
few Ordinary Differential Equations, vary a few parameters, 
and viola!  Almost immediately, a transcendental state of 
euphoria washed over me, and I knew what destiny had in 
store.  Manfred Novak…Nature!  Suddenly I knew that I was 
the Man  —  a Nature man  —  and that this freight train was 
going to keep on rolling.

 HEALTH AND MEDICINE

Obscure Diseases Lament Lack of Charity Runs
BoSToN, MA - After April’s Bos-
ton Marathon, several highly un-
derrated medical conditions came 
together to protest a lack of char-
ity athletic fund-raisers, specifi-
cally long distance Pro-Am events 
in the 5-25K range, designed to 
promote public awareness of, and 
fund research to cure them.

“What’s the matter people?  You don’t think curing me is a 
good cause?” remarked cholera, as it infected several Bangla-
deshi children.  “I’ve hardly gotten any publicity since Maggie 
caulked the wagon and then died of me in Oregon Trail.  But I 
sure as hell am still a formidable public health menace, espe-
cially in areas of the developing world with little or no access 
to clean drinking water.” 

“Why do stupid AIDS and breast cancer get all the good runs?” 
lamented lung cancer, as it continued to blacken the lower 
left bronchial lobe of a Saugus area man.  “Although I have 
been unfairly stigmatized as being the patient’s fault due to 
the now well-established causal connection between cigarette 
smoking and me, I still cause more deaths amongst American 
women than breast cancer and AIDS combined!  I may not be 

as sexy as Big Disease, but I’m sure as hell relevant when it 
comes to slowly destroying your respiratory system.” 

“It’s not as if I’m dying to have people eradicate me,” ex-
plained amoebic dysentery, “I mean look at what happened 
to smallpox.  But just for once, I’d like to get a little respect 
when it comes to how virulent and dangerous I am as a 
pathogen.  Maybe I’m crazy, but I think ‘Run For The Runs’ 
could be a successful marketing slogan.”

Other diseases have offered novel constructive ideas to el-
evate their status as medically attractive causes.  Narcolepsy 
is promoting a nap contest, arthritis has sponsored a circum-
cision tournament, and TB has suggested a wheeze-off.  ED 
has even organized a competition where chronically smiling 
50-60 year old men throw footballs through a tire swing.

“Just as the Tibetans are using the Beijing Olympics as a 
convenient political platform,” added Syphilis, “the Boston 
Marathon is our starting point for a pubic dialogue on how to 
address 21st century medical priorities through philanthropi-
cally motivated amateur athletic events.  You may get Her-
pes, or me, if you fuck around, but when it comes to ensur-
ing our continued medical relevance, I can assure 
you, our days of fucking around are over.”
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 ENTERTAINMENT

There are three things emoticons 
fear most: 1) meaner looking 
emoticons, 2) 14 year old girls, 
and 3) death.  For example, 
exposure to sunlight increases 
the risk of emoticancer, which 
increases the chances of death,  
by cancer, and this makes me 
as nervous as a 14YOG.  Like all 
punctuation-based life forms, 
emoticons are mortal, and I for 

one do not follow our “put-your-money-where-your-nose-
isn’t” friend, :-$ , by going extinct.  

The facts are glaring: outdoor laptop use has increased 
ten-fold, resulting in a fifty percent increase in emoticancer 
incidence.  We should not “be right back” and fail to address 
the issue before it escalates to a full-scale emotidemic.  
Now there is no reason to cry, frown, or summon the “Uni-
Browed God Of Extreme Anger,” >:-0 , just yet.  However, 
the chances of you or someone you <3 dying from over-
exposure to ultraviolet rays is alarmingly HI, and that is no 
rolling-on-the-floor-laughing-my-ass-off matter.  

 POINT / COUNTERPOINT

BUFFALo, NY – According to multiple sources, Scrabulous 
virtuoso Joseph Delarosa has exclusively limited his everyday 
vocabulary to two-letter words.  Until recently, Delarosa 
was best known for his dominance of Scrabulous, a popular 
application on the facebook.com website.  Delarosa, a 34-
year old graphic designer, has competed in 2,065 Scrabulous 
games while compiling a 1,985-81-1 win-loss-tie record in 
the past three months.  However, his unmatched devotion to 
the online game has resulted in the dwindling of his normal 
vocabulary to two-letter words, which can be very valuable 
when strategically employed in Scrabulous (or “Scrabble,” 
the defunct cardboard version of Scrabulous).  

“Two-letter words are the new ‘S’,” explains Scrabulous 
scholar Dr. Zachary Weiner of San Diego State University.  
“Every competitive Scrabulous player knows each of the two-
letter words by heart.  Apparently Delarosa has taken it to 
the next level – I expect that these will be the only 101 
words he knows within six weeks.”   Those close to Delarosa 
claim that he was a generally talkative and outgoing person 
as recently as two months ago, but they noticed he started 
speaking less frequently and demonstrating peculiar word 
choices as his rise in the international Scrabulous rankings 
escalated.

Co-worker Tammy Bell first noticed the vocabulary 
transformation when planning a company-wide lunch event 
with Delarosa.  “When our manager asked about what we 

Scrabulous Master Limits Actual 
Vocabulary to Two-Letter Words

should order for lunch Joe said 
‘No To Za,’ which we figured out 
meant he didn’t want to order 
pizza.  By that point he had 
been referring to pizza as ‘Za’ 
for a week or two, but it started 
to get weirder,” Bell recalled.  
“When I’d ask him how he was 
doing, he would just say ‘Qi Is 
Up’.  It sounded like a medical 
condition so I stopped asking 
him how he was doing.”  In fact, 
“qi” is the vital force believed in Taoism and other Chinese 
thought to be inherent in all things, as well as “the new ‘Ox’ 
of Scrabulous [as it relates to strategic use],” according to 
Dr. Weiner.

Other reported commonly used phrases by Delarosa include: 
“Do Ab Ow?” (Does your stomach hurt?); “Ef My Ex!” 
(Curse my former wife!); and “It Is My Id, Pa.” (The reason 
I disappoint you is because of my unconscious instinct to 
satisfy the pleasure principle, father.).  While many believe 
that Delarosa will permanently restrict his vocabulary to 
two-letter words, there have been recent reports that he 
has been overheard using several seven-letter words while 
laughing maniacally and compulsively repeating the phrase: 
“AB IN GO, AB IN GO, AB IN GO...””  

Sunlight is fucking awesome!  We 
all need to *chillax* like me over 
here. That means chilling and 
relaxing at the same time (which 
is also fucking awesome!). We 
all know sunlight is a great 
thing that might kill you only if 
you’re a dumb stupidhead, like 
some f*ckf#ce who gets hit by 
a train. 

But do I look worried? Nope. FYI, I look like a fucking 
badass, because I’m wearing sunglasses. I’m basically made 
of 100% Vitamin D except for my eyes, which are made of 
Vitamin I. These babies `-o-o-’ are what I like to call my 
very own personal o-zone! That’s right – not only do my 
shades make me look awesome, they provide me limited 
protection from death and blindness. It’s just like wearing 
an ultraviolet condom. And you know what? I’m wearing a 
condom right now, because I’m that fucking awesome. Just 
like sunlight. My emoticonscience is clear. Anyway, 
G2G, a’ight?  LOL? NIMBY!  TTYL & cuL8R bitches!

Sunlight Makes Me Anxious… Sunlight Is Fucking Awesome 
EMOTICON EXPOSURE TO ULTRAVIOLET RAYS
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Why Write for HSP?
Previous HSP authors have become academics, migrant workers, unem-
ployed homeless drug addicts, and a variety of acrobats, circus clowns, and 
leech-like sex slaves to eccentric billionaires.  Defining success on our own 
terms, HSP gives you the skills to fail spectacularly in business fraud, hedge 
fund mismanagement, and shadowy seven-figure consulting contracts with 
offshore firms that actually involve sipping margaritas professionally in an 
undisclosed location.

Our distinguished alumni do not include Thomas Jefferson, Conan O’Brien, 
or Your Mom, who is actually much funnier than you give her credit for.  How-
ever, all of our alumni are still living...you do the math.  Benjamin Franklin 
also invented electricity while reading an issue of HSP, a falsehood largely 
ignored by serious historians.  Several US Presidents have made equally se-
rious efforts to not read HSP, which simply shows that we are doing our job.

Unlike other non-topical publications, we take risks, engaging in profes-
sional scholarship dealing with sensitive political, religious, and racial is-
sues, while protecting our authors with a blanket of anonymity not known 
outside of third world peasanthood.  We set the bar high, and routinely fail 
to reach it because many of us are short, Jewish men.  

We continually strive for excellence, but not that much.  We don’t do drugs, 
but, to be fair, drugs don’t do us either.  We also encourage plagiarism of all 
kinds, sometimes reproducing entire novels without permission.

With rolling submissions accepted until the Fall, take our advice and sub-
mit to HSP now, before all the good jokes are taken.  
                       - The Editors


